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Offering
and Highlights
The
Offering

Bend

$2,454,549

1830 N Highway 97 Redmond OR
1830 N Highway 97, Redmond OR
-Outparcel to Wal-Mart

--Single-Two
story
retailtotaling
building
of acres
2514 +/- sqft built in 2011 for Jack in the Box
parcels
1.02
--WalMart
outparcel Single story retail building 2514 +/- sq ft built in
-Improvements:
for27,878
Jack insqft.
the Box
--Parcel2011
size:
CAP rate
--5.5% --5.5%
CAP rate
-$133,000.20
annual income
$2000
annual
sign
income
--Annual rent of $133,000.20
plusplus
$2000
annual
sign
income

Chase McPherson
503.208.5524
chase@pateretail.com
OR License # 200901109

Carol Therien
925.256.4555
carol@retailpacific.com
CA License # 00909068
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Offering
Details
Lease and Tenant

-Ten year Lease commenced October 2011
-National Tenant with Seasoned Operator
-Strong Oregon Jack in the Box Franchisee with
17 restaurants
-Absolute NNN
-Annual increases
--VR Inc. has right of First Refusal. Terms will
be detailed to interested parties
--Personal Guarantee
-Jack in the Box, based in San Diego, is among
the nation’s leading fast-food hamburger
chains
- Jack in the Box with more than 2,200 quick
serve restaurants emphasizing on-the-go
convenience.
-Jack in the Box company-wide sales at the end
of 2014, which operates Jack in the Box and
Qdoba restaurants, rose to $344.7 million, from
$337.9 million a year prior.
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Property and Area
--Highly visible, prominent location
along N Highway 97
--Traffic in excess of 24,000 ADT along
Highway 97
-59.83% Population growth since 2000
--15 miles north of Bend with the
region’s only commercial airline
service
- Area Ranked #2 for Emerging
Metropolitan Areas (Sperling’s Best
Places for Bend OR))

Chase McPherson

Carol Therien

503.208.5524
chase@pateretail.com
OR License # 200901109

925.256.4555
carol@retailpacific.com
CA License # 00909068
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Aerial Map
and Nearby
Retailers
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+ Demographics
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Disclaimer

The information contained in this marketing brochure (“Materials”) is proprietary
and confidential. It is intended to be reviewed only by the person or entity receiving
the Materials from Pate Retail and Retail Pacific Inc (“Agent”). The Materials are
intended to be used for the sole purpose of preliminary evaluation of the subject
property/properties (“Property”) for potential purchase. The Materials have been
prepared to provide unverified summary financial, property, and market information to
a prospective purchaser to enable it to establish a preliminary level of interest in
potential purchase of the Property. The Materials are not to be considered fact. The
information contained in the Materials is not a substitute for thorough investigation of the
financial, physical, and market conditions relating to the Property. The information
contained in the Materials has been obtained by Agent from sources believed to be
reliable; however, no representation or warranty is made regarding the accuracy or
completeness of the Materials. Agent makes no representation or warranty regarding
the Property, including but not limited to income, expenses, or financial performance
(past, present, or future); size, square footage, condition, or quality of the land and
improvements; presence or absence of contaminating substances (PCB’s, asbestos,
mold, etc.); compliance with laws and regulations (local, state, and federal); or, financial
condition or business prospects of any tenant (tenants’ intentions regarding continued
occupancy, payment of rent, etc). A prospective purchaser must independently
investigate and verify all of the information set forth in the Materials. A prospective
purchaser is solely responsible for any and all costs and expenses incurred in reviewing
the Materials and/or investigating and evaluating the Property.

Chase McPherson
503.208.5524
chase@pateretail.com
OR License # 200901109
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925.256.4555
carol@retailpacific.com
CA License # 00909068
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